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Abstract
Standard components of the semantic web include a format
for storing data (Resource Description Framework (RDF)),
a language for querying that data (SPARQL), and a logic
which enables using rules to make inferences over that
data [9]. Our framework leverages this foundation, specify-
ing access control policies via rules which, when matched,
cause automatic generation of RDF triples which encode
policy facts. In contrast to relational databases where a
value’s location (i.e., table, column) provides its context,
the meaning of an RDF tuple is encoded in the tuple itself.
Hence, access control policy must be expressible in terms
of tuple contents. Motivated by an effort to enable users
to have a single logical view of their on-line information
(e.g., pictures, tweets, virtual identities, social networks) —
referred to as a Personal Index or Pix — we present a frame-
work for specifying and enforcing access control policies
for data stored using RDF and queried via SPARQL. Since
a user’s on-line information may be diverse, extensive and
ever-growing, sharing policies over that data must be in-
tuitive for the non-expert and easy-to-maintain. Hence, we
allow users to specify policy via high-level rules. Policy en-
forcement is via a query rewriting module which, in contrast
to previous approaches, does not need visibility into the set
of configured policies. PixACL policies are easily composed
and can be queried with the same expressive language used
to query data.

1. Introduction
Standard components of the semantic web include a format
for storing data (Resource Description Framework (RDF)),
a language for querying that data (SPARQL), and a logic
which enables using rules to make inferences over that
data [9]. Our framework leverages this foundation, specify-
ing access control policies via rules which, when matched,
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cause automatic generation of RDF triples which encode
policy facts. PixACL can be used to specify and enforce ac-
cess control policy over data stored using RDF and queried
via SPARQL. Only a few initial proposals for RDF access
control have been developed to date [14, 19, 21, 34, 12, 29],
some of which can only be used to specify policy over RDFS
or OWL data [21, 29]. By contrast, PixACL policies can
be specified for arbitrary data in an RDF store, are easily
composed, and can be queried using SPARQL. Other ap-
proaches which enforce policy via query rewriting do so in a
policy-specific manner, i.e., via parsing the set of configured
policies [12, 25]. Our rewriting algorithm operates indepen-
dently of the set of configured policies. Finally, we advance
a strategy for policy specification — content-based access
control — designed to enable non-expert users to manage
the complexity of sharing a huge amount of diverse data.

In relational databases (DBs), the context for a data item
is provided statically by the item’s location (table, column,
and row); e.g., a cell in the “Salary” column of the “Em-
ployees” table contains some employee’s salary. By contrast,
an RDF store consists of a single table with three columns:
subject, predicate, and object. An RDF triple “s p o .” as-
serts that s has value o for predicate p. For clear delineation,
we represent a triple as surrounded by parentheses, e.g., (al-
ice hasSSN “123-45-6789”). Hence, the meaning of an RDF
triple is encoded in the triple itself. In some cases, several
triples together have some composite meaning; e.g., an ad-
dress A0 may consist of multiple triples, corresponding to
A0’s street, city, state, country, and postal code. A policy
may apply to a single triple or to a set of triples which have
a particular composite structure (e.g., an address).

Some polices a Pix owner might like to express include:

P1: Let everyone see my work addresses.
P2: If a user U appears in some photo P, let U see P.
P3: If a user U appears in some photo P and U is
friends with V, let V see P.
P4: Let my immediate family see the birthdays and
contact information of extended family members.
P5: If a user U can see a photo P, let U see P’s tags.

The data covered by the above policies (i.e., the ad-
dresses, pictures, relationships, and metadata) is stored as
triples in the Pix. By allowing policies to be specified via
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rules which can contain variables and conditions, we enable
the user to specify a policy’s high-level intent. The rule en-
gine maps that intent to a particular extent (or set of triples
in the RDF store) to which the policy applies. Moreover, the
rule engine will maintain the policy’s extent as data is added,
modified, or removed. Hence, if one adds a work address af-
ter specifying P1, P1 will be able to infer that that this new
work address should be visible to everyone. P3 provides an
example where a user’s access to some data depends upon
his relationships (also represented via RDF triples). We can
also specify a policy which depends on other policies; in
particular, with P5, the tags that a user can see depend upon
the photos that user can see. A piece of data in the RDF store
may be covered by multiple different policies.

Our system consists of two modules: one for policy spec-
ification and a second which performs query rewriting. Poli-
cies are specified as unconditional rules via a fixed-format
policy subtree, which consists of a set of triples, or condi-
tional rules which, when matched by data in the RDF store,
will automatically generate policy subtrees as appropriate.
The fixed-format of our policy subtree enables our query
rewriting algorithm to operate independently of the set of
configured policies. When executed, the rewritten query will
return only the results that both satisfy the query and are
visible to the querier, given the set of configured PixACL
policies. PixACL’s lightweight implementation is designed
to easily integrate with existing RDF stores and take advan-
tage of any query processing optimizations in the underlying
SPARQL implementation.

Contributions Our contributions include ten design goals
(principles) that derive from the intended RDF/SPARQL
context or are a consequence of our target user, i.e., the non-
expert. We discuss how these goals are realized in our design
and implementation in 3. Additional contributions include:

• While traditional DB access control mechanisms spec-
ify policy at the granularity of a row (referred to as row-
level security (RLS) [33]), we provide finer granularity
element-level security (ELS; see section 3.3), which en-
ables specifying policy over any triple element, i.e., a
triple’s subject, predicate, or object.

• Because the sensitivity of data is often a consequence
of its content, we enable content-based access control
(CBAC; see section 3.4), which allows policy for an
object to depend directly on that object’s content.

• To enable policy administrators to visualize the effects of
currently configured policy, our design provides policy
introspection, the ability to query policy using the same
expressive language that one uses to query data.

• Our system also provides two levels of read-only access
control (canUse and canSee) as well as the ability to spec-
ify negative access rights (canNotUse and canNotSee), as
in 3.2. We refer to the data covered by a policy as a view.

• We introduce the policy subtree, which is a fixed for-
mat for representing policy rules as RDF triples, stored
alongside of other RDF data. Rules can be unconditional
or conditional (see section 3.1). The fixed format of the
policy subtree allows us to rewrite received queries in a
policy- or view-independent manner (since a policy de-
fines a view). By contrast, previous query rewriting algo-
rithms were policy- or view-specific.

• Our lightweight implementation is intended to be easy to
integrate into existing RDF stores (see section 3.9), many
of which do not presently provide access control.

• Additionally, unlike previous approaches which only en-
able specifying policy over data that is part of some
schema or ontology [21, 29], with PixACL one can spec-
ify policy over arbitrary RDF store data.

Organization. Section 2 provides background information
on access control, RDF, and SPARQL. We introduce princi-
ples evident in our system design in section 3, discuss that
design in section 4 and our implementation in section 5. We
survey related work in section 6. Section 7 identifies some
future research directions and contains concluding remarks.

2. Background
2.1 Access Control
Two relevant aspects of access control are Role-Based Ac-
cess Control (RBAC) [35] and a range of work on logical
policy languages. In RBAC, access policies are expressed by
placing users in groups and assigning rights to groups; e.g.,
when a new Administrator alice is hired, that mere fact can
be added to the DB and will imply all of the access privileges
required by alice (in her role as Administrator). In PixACL,
a policy connects a group to a view (i.e., a set of triples). As
a result, queries are rewritten to determine which groups the
querier belongs to and whether any such group has an asso-
ciated policy which provides the privileges needed in query
resolution. This group-based policy specification is easily
generalizable to whatever abstraction(s) one wishes to use
to determine when a policy applies to a user.

Many access control policy and authorization logics
based on Datalog or on existential fixed-point logic have
been proposed over the past fifteen years [10, 18, 26, 28,
27, 11, 15, 20]. While PixACL uses rules that are similar
to Datalog, the implementation of PixACL by compilation
into RDF and translation of SPARQL queries performs dif-
ferently and has different deductive properties than Datalog-
based approaches. More generally, the focus of the present
work is on natural expression of common, simple policies
and their enforcement through query rewriting. Most of the
work on authorization logics focuses on requests for access
to a resource and does not address ways that an inference
engine is invoked in response to requests.
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2.2 Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDF
Schema (RDFS), Web Ontology Language (OWL)

RDF is a language which consists of statements, each of
which is an assertion and has a subject, predicate, and object,
where the subject is a resource (as identified by its URI),
the predicate is a URI, and the object is a resource (as
identified by its URI) or a literal [4, 6]. A statement “s p o .”
asserts that the value of predicate (or, equivalently, property)
p for subject s is o. An RDF statement can be represented
graphically via a node (the subject) with a directed edge
to another node (the object) where the edge is labeled with
(the URI of) the predicate. There are several RDF stores,
including Allegro, Jena, Kowari, Oracle, and Sesame [1].

RDFS [7] and OWL [5] are built on top of RDF and
enable describing knowledge domains. An ontology pro-
vides a domain’s conceptual framework; e.g., a family on-
tology might define objects (such as, Female, Male, Mar-
riageEvent) and properties, which are object attributes (e.g.,
an Event’s “date”) or which relate one object to another (e.g.,
“husbandOf”). From data encoded via an ontology, one can
automatically infer additional facts; e.g., if the spouse prop-
erty is defined as symmetric and we know that Bob has
spouse Alice then we can infer that Alice has spouse Bob.
Entailment is the inference of intensional data, which are
data not present in the original model, from extensional data,
which are explicitly stored RDF statements or facts [6, 21].
The types of entailment performed over data encoded in
RDF, RDFS, and OWL can be expressed as logic rules.
These languages form the foundation of the semantic web.

2.3 SPARQL
SPARQL is a query language for RDF and is equivalently
expressive as Relational Algebra [8, 13]. SPARQL does not
presently support update, delete, or insert operations but
rather provides read-only access to an RDF triple store [8].
We confine our focus to SPARQL SELECT queries, each
of which consists of a SELECT clause, which identifies the
variables whose bindings are to be returned, and a WHERE
clause, which contains a set of triple patterns and optionally
constraints over the variables that appear in those patterns.
A triple pattern represents a set of triples and consists of
a subject, predicate, and object, each of which may be a
constant or a variable. Variable names begin with a question
mark [8]. For example, the triple pattern “?x foaf:name
?name1” matches all triples with the property “foaf:name”
and binds the variable ?x to the subject of each such triple
and the variable ?name1 to the triple’s object.

SELECT ?name1 ?name2 WHERE {
?x foaf:name ?name1. ?x foaf:mbox ?mbox1.
?y foaf:name ?name2. ?y foaf:mbox ?mbox2.
FILTER (?mbox1 = ?mbox2 && ?name1 != ?name2)
}

SPARQL constraints are expressed via a FILTER expres-
sion, of which there are two types: a function call or a brack-
eted expression, consisting of arithmetic, logical, and/or
relational expressions. There are eleven built-in functions,
which can be used to determine such things as whether a
variable is a URI. Users can also define their own functions.
A function’s return value cannot be bound to a variable [8].

3. Design Goals
We identified several design goals, based on our intended
application and the potential widespread use of SPARQL
and RDF, that influenced the design of PixACL and our
prototype implementation.

3.1 Enable specifying policy intent.
The amount of data initially contained in a person’s Pix is
minuscule in comparison to the amount of data that will
be indexed by the Pix over its lifetime. That is, new data
is constantly being added (and hardly ever removed). Con-
sequently, it becomes incredibly important that a user not
have to explicitly configure policy over each new data item
or set of data items. Instead, we want zero-config for new
data dnew, wherein the system can infer — based on dnew’s
properties — who should have what type of access to dnew

and under what circumstances. Also, the sensitivity of data
already in the Pix may change over that data’s lifetime;
hence, the ability to change policy for massive amounts of
data via applying minimal administrative effort is critical.
These requirements point to specifying policy via if/then
rules (which may contain variables), which has the advan-
tage of enabling specification of a policy’s intent, rather than
requiring the administrator to determine the desired policy’s
extent and configuring and maintaining the policy’s extent.

3.2 Enable two levels of read-only access control.
We distinguish between data that can be used in query res-
olution (canUse) and that which can be returned in a query
result set (canSee). We must provide these two different lev-
els of read-only access to triples because (1) access control
policies are stored alongside of data in the RDF store 3.6, (2)
a user must be able to use those policies (during query reso-
lution which performs access control checks), but (3) we do
not necessarily want to allow a user to see configured poli-
cies. Having two levels of read-only access can also be use-
ful if one wishes to allow statistics to be gathered over data
that is not otherwise viewable. In particular, we may want to
allow a data set to be used as input to an aggregation oper-
ator (e.g., MIN) under particular circumstances (such as, if
the data set contains at least 100 distinct members) but we
do not want to share the individual data values. Note that
SPARQL does not yet support aggregation operators [8].

3.3 Enable finer-grained policies.
The current gold standard in DB access control is row- or
tuple-level security (RLS), which enables specifying and
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checking policy at the granularity of a DB row or tuple [38].
Our approach takes policy granularity to the next logical
level via providing element-level security (ELS), wherein
policy can be specified and checked at the level of an individ-
ual triple element (i.e., subject, predicate, or object); e.g., we
might let Everyone know that alice’s GPS latitude is stored
in this DB without providing that coordinate’s value. There
is one immediate use case for ELS; in particular, we may
not know a priori the exact audience with whom to share
some piece of data. By allowing a broader audience to know
that we’re storing some piece of data (without revealing that
data’s value), audience members can contact us for access.
Otherwise, a querier can’t tell the difference between data he
is not allowed to see and that which is not stored in the DB.
This is appropriate in some cases but perhaps not all.

3.4 Let policy for data be specified in terms of what
makes that data sensitive.

If the sensitivity of data is a consequence of its content
then access control policy should depend directly on content.
In addition to making policy specification more intuitive,
such content-based access control (CBAC) policies also ease
maintenance. Consider the case where data relating to the
Cold War is incredibly sensitive in 1988 and much less so
in 1998. An administrator would like access to such data to
change simply by indicating that this content is no longer
sensitive. Similarly, if new data dnew is added to the RDF
store and that data’s content is already covered by some
policy then dnew is also automatically protected. Finally, if
the content of a data object changes then the set of users
who have access to that data will also morph automatically
and accordingly. Note that if an object’s content is specified
by its tags then the ability to create, edit, and remove tags
should be considered an administrative privilege.

To manage the complexity of sharing a huge amount of
diverse data, Pix owners might create many very precise
content categories, making each available to its particular
(narrowly-defined) audience. For example, rather than cre-
ating a general category “cyberwarfare,” the US government
might create individual categories for each known incident,
e.g., “Estonia April 27, 2007.” Then, if there is an ad-hoc
coalition between US and Estonian forces, the US can easily
only share info relating to this particular incident.

3.5 To ease maintenance, let DB policy be reflective.
If access control policy depends on role assignments or
group memberships and these relationships are maintained
in certain organizational documents then import the data
dorg from those documents into the RDF store and have
policy rely directly on dorg . Accordingly, all future changes
should be made directly to dorg and will therefore imme-
diately and automatically imply access control changes, as
appropriate. A reflective DB policy is one which depends
on data contained in other parts of the DB [30]. This is in
contrast to a model wherein some data relevant to policy de-

cisions is stored external to the DB; hence, a change in one
location necessitates explicitly changing data in another.

3.6 Let administrators query policy as expressively as
they can query data.

Policy introspection refers to the ability to query policy us-
ing the same expressive language that one uses to query data.
Being able to ask sophisticated questions about policy con-
figurations allows the Pix owner to verify the effects of cur-
rent policies and confirm that these effects are as expected.

3.7 When there are many constantly changing views,
implement them via query rewriting.

Since we provide two levels of read-only access control (i.e.,
two types of views) as in 3.2, we have two decisions to make
about view implementation. One can materialize a view then
update the view as the contents of the underlying RDF store
change. Alternatively, a view can be implemented by query
rewriting (scoping the query to the querier’s view). Which
approach is optimal depends on a number of factors includ-
ing the number of views, the amount of space required to
store materialized views, whether query resolution perfor-
mance is expected to be better in one case or the other (and
by how much), the frequency with which views need to be
updated (because facts have been added or removed), and the
cost of updating the view. If query execution is expected to
be much faster with materialization and if updating the view
is expected to be inexpensive (or infrequent) then we have
the standard space versus time tradeoff.

Our approach to specifying policy and storing it along-
side data could be used regardless of how views are imple-
mented and offers many of the same features in all cases.
Since we expect to have a few canUse views and many fine-
grained canSee views — in keeping with the strategy dis-
cussed in 3.4 — we decided to implement canUse views via
materialization and canSee views via query rewriting.

3.8 Make your system transparent and minimal.
The code which performs access control checks is an in-
credibly attractive attack surface. A system in which this
code base is smaller and/or conceptually simpler will gen-
erally be easier to verify and therefore preferred. One major
way that our system meets this criteria and previous systems
do not is that we do not replicate complicated functionality
that is already provided by the query resolution engine. In
particular, previous query rewriting algorithms were view-
specific and hence required identifying which policies ap-
plied to a given query and how to unify each such policy’s
conditions with the received query’s. But this unification is
the bread-and-butter of what a query resolution engine does,
so the replication of functionality only introduces additional
sources of bugs. Since our query rewriting algorithm does
not need to see the set of configured policies, it requires
fewer privileges than view-specific rewriters. Finally, in Pix-
ACL, a given query from a given querier will be rewritten
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identically, regardless of the underlying RDF store; thus, the
rewritten version can be cached and reused.

3.9 Design a system with low barriers to adoption.
This implies a preference for an implementation that can be
easily integrated with existing RDF stores. To satisfy this
requirement, the support needed by one’s implementation
should be confined to that offered by a typical RDF store.
Alternatively, it suffices if one’s implementation requires a
particular feature that can be easily added onto RDF stores.
We believe our implementation satisfies this latter require-
ment. We require the ability to insert triples into an RDF
store, interpose on received queries (to perform rewriting),
and add rules so as to perform inference over the data model.
Only the final requirement may not be available in all RDF
store implementations, but most semantic reasoners provide
support for user-defined rules (in, e.g., the Semantic Web
Rule Language (SWRL)), and such reasoners integrate with
RDF stores. Our policy rules can be expressed via SWRL.

3.10 Make the performance of your system depend on
something other people already want to optimize.

We relieve ourselves of significant responsibility and en-
hance the survivability of our approach by making our mech-
anism’s performance depend on the efficiency of query res-
olution, which is already an attractive optimization target.

4. PixACL Design
In this section we describe what policies look like and how
one can specify them as well as the considerations in the
design of our query rewriting algorithm as well as the algo-
rithm’s high level operation.

4.1 Policy Configuration
Below we discuss our two levels of read-only access control
(canUse and canSee) and negative access rights (canNotUse
and canNotSee). We weight negative access rights more
heavily than positive ones, and the default is to deny.

4.1.1 Specifying canUse Policy
One specifies an entity’s usable view via providing a SPARQL
CONSTRUCT query which returns an RDF graph constitut-
ing that view. An entity can be a specific user or group, or
the special group Everyone. We materialize each usable
view (i.e., execute that view’s corresponding query) over the
entire contents of the RDF store, including statements from
the raw data model as well as deduced statements.

4.1.2 Specifying Unconditional canSee Policy Rules
An unconditional policy rule is represented in the RDF store
via a fixed-format policy subtree, which consists of a set of
triples defining: the entity to whom it applies, the type of
access (e.g., canSee), and an element description for each
of the subject, predicate, and object. Figure 1 shows an

Figure 1. Example Policy Subtree

example policy subtree with entity Family, which means
that the policy applies to any user U for which the following
triple exists: (U isIn Family). Note that it is possible to
extend the way that we define entity beyond merely using
the isIn predicate. As a first approximation, isIn matches
the notion of groups; we could easily have entity matching
be role-based or arbitrarily defined in terms of the RDF
store content. A policy subtree provides a compressed way
to describe a possibly infinite set of triples.

The combination of a subject, predicate, and object ele-
ment description matches a set of triples in the RDF store;
namely, those triples whose subject matches the subject de-
scription, predicate matches the predicate description, and
object matches the object description. Thus, these three ele-
ment descriptions together define a view of the RDF store.
The way that matching is performed depends on the ele-
ment description’s type; e.g. for type “Inequality”, match-
ing is defined by the inequality operator (!=). Table 1 iden-
tifies the types, the arguments that a description of each
type takes, and what it means to match a description of the
given type. The “None” type allows us to provide access to a
part of some triple rather than necessarily to the entire triple
(i.e., enables element-level security (ELS) as in 3.3). Using
“None,” we can say, as in policy P1 below, that Everyone
can see the subject and predicate of triples whose subject is
“alice.” More details are in 5.3.1.

Fig. 1 contains element descriptions rooted at each of
sDes, pDes, and oDes. A triple (qs qp qo) matches the
subtree rooted at T if (qs rdf:type Person) exists in the
RDF store, (qp = VCARD.BDAY), and qo matches the regular
expression “March.*”.

4.1.3 Specifying Conditional canSee Policy Rules
One can specify a policy via providing a rule which, when
matched, will cause automatic generation of a policy sub-
tree with the appropriate parameters (one rule can generate
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Table 1. The semantics of match for each condition type. triple(s p o) is True when (s p o) is in the RDF store.
Condition Type Args (Type) e matches if

None val True (val is ignored)
Any val True (val is ignored)
Equality or Inequality val (URI) (e = val) or (e != val), respectively
Type val (URI) triple(e rdf:type val)
SubType val (URI) triple(e rdf:type x) && triple(x rdfs:subClassOf val)
Regular Expression val (String) e matches the regular expression pattern val
Relational Subject or Object val (URI), rel (URI) triple(e rel val) or triple(val rel e), respectively

several different subtrees). A rule in Jena [3] consists of a
body and a head, each of which consists of triple patterns (as
in 2.3) and/or functors [2], which consist of a function name
and arguments (which can be constants or variables). Func-
tors can be user-defined. A safe rule is one in which every
referred-to variable appears in a triple pattern in the body.

For example, policy P2 says that members of alice’s im-
mediate family can see triples whose subject is a member
of alice’s extended family and whose predicate starts with
“VCARD”. P3 specifies the applicable entity via a variable;
this enables the system to automatically create a policy sub-
tree that enables a particular user ?u to see the attributes of
all photos ?u took. Policy P4 uses a binary functor (equal)
and is a content-based policy as it provides access to photos
on the basis of their tags. We can also specify a policy that
depends on other configured policies, as in App A.1.

P1: Everyone canSee (alice ANY NONE) .

P2: alicesImmedFam canSee (?s ?p ?o) <--
(?s ?p ?o),
(?s isIn alicesExtendedFam),
regex( getURI(?p), "VCARD.*" ) .

P3: ?u canSee (?p ?a ?v) <--
(?p ?a ?v), (?p rdf:type Picture),
(?u tookPhoto ?p) .

P4: attendees canSee (?s tookPhoto ?p) <--
(?s tookPhoto ?p), (?p rdf:type Picture),
equal(?s, alice), (?p hasTag "retreat") .

P5: Everyone canNotSee (ANY hasSSN ANY) .

4.1.4 Specifying Negative Access Rights
One can also specify negative access rights. In particular,
one can define a canNotUse view via providing a SPARQL
CONSTRUCT query which returns that view, in which case,
a user’s aggregate usable view would be obtained by sub-
tracting the union of his canNotUse views from the union
of his canUse views. One specifies canNotSee policy in the
same way that one specifies canSee policy; namely, by pro-
viding a policy subtree or a rule which generates that subtree.

For example, P5 above ensures every triple whose predicate
is hasSSNwill not be able to be seen by anyone. Note that for
simplicity we presently only allow specifying that an entire
triple or set of triples cannot be seen (i.e., we do not support
element-level granularity for canNotSee policies).

The semantics of canNotSee are that: if a user canNot-
See some triple tno in the RDF store then that user canNot-
See any component of tno. This means that if some query
contains a triple pattern tp and, during query resolution, tno

matches tp then tno will effectively no longer be considered
a match of tp because the policy prohibits seeing tno.

We have separate relations for positive and negative ac-
cess rights (canSee and canNotSee) rather than expressing
a negative access right as the negation of a positive one
(i.e., NOT canSee). Hence, we do not run into the recursion-
related problems that can occur in (non-stratified) Datalog;
e.g., allow U to see a triple t only if U is not allowed to see
t. In our case, if U is both allowed and not allowed to see t
then the negative right takes precedence.

4.1.5 Policy Expressiveness
Since canUse and canNotUse policy are specified by pro-
viding a SPARQL query, each’s expressiveness is equal to
SPARQL’s. Expressiveness of canSee and canNotSee poli-
cies is at least as great as SPARQL expressiveness since the
syntax for rule bodies is at least as expressive as that for
SPARQL query bodies.

4.2 Policy Enforcement via Query Rewriting
Our query rewriting algorithm can be applied to SPARQL
SELECT queries which consist of triple patterns and option-
ally constraints. The algorithm takes the original query Q
and determines what data a result tuple to Q could disclose.
A result tuple can explicitly or implicitly disclose data; e.g.,
the bindings of projected variables are explicitly disclosed.
Data that could be inferred from a result tuple is implic-
itly disclosed. The algorithm transforms Q by adding triple
patterns and constraints. During query resolution, the added
triple patterns and constraints will only be satisfiable if poli-
cies exist which apply to this querier and which provide suf-
ficient privileges to view all disclosed data.
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As a simple example, consider Q1c from below. A result
tuple to Q1c discloses the values of ?x, ?y, and ?z. Hence,
Q1c will be rewritten by adding triples which check whether
a policy subtree exists which applies to this querier and gives
him access to each set of ?x, ?y, and ?z bindings. Below
is the basic sketch of the output of rewriting Q1c. During
execution of the rewritten query, line 3 will be executed for
each group G to which the querier belongs (binding G to ?g
each time). Then for each view ?v (or policy subtree) that
applies to G (as in line 4), its internal nodes will be bound in
lines 5–8. Lines 9–11 check whether ?v provides sufficient
privileges to view the values of ?x, ?y, and ?z.

Sketch of output of rewriting Q1c:
SELECT ?x ?y ?z WHERE { // 1
?x ?y ?z . // 2
querier isIn ?g . // 3
?g canSee ?v . // 4
?v hasTuple ?t . // 5
?t subject ?sDes . // 6
?t predicate ?pDes . // 7
?t object ?oDes . // 8
{ ?x matches ?sDes } // 9
{ ?y matches ?pDes } // 10
{ ?z matches ?oDes } // 11

}

4.2.1 Identifying Data Disclosed by a Triple Pattern
The bindings of variables that appear in the query’s SELECT
statement (i.e., projected variables) are explicitly disclosed
values. Hence, Q1a would be rewritten to ensure that, for
each matching ?x ?y ?z triple, the querier has sufficient
privilege to view that triple’s subject (bindings for ?x). Simi-
larly, Q1b would be rewritten to ensure that, for each match-
ing triple, the querier has sufficient privileges to view that
triple’s subject and predicate. And so on.

Q1a: SELECT ?x WHERE {?x ?y ?z .}
Q1b: SELECT ?x ?y WHERE {?x ?y ?z .}
Q1c: SELECT ?x ?y ?z WHERE {?x ?y ?z .}
Q2: SELECT ?x WHERE {?x hasSSN ?y .}
Q3: SELECT ?x WHERE {?x hasSSN "123-45-6789" .}
Q4: SELECT ?x WHERE {?x hasSSN ?y .

FILTER( ?y = "123-45-6789" ) }

A value can be implicitly disclosed as well. For exam-
ple, consider queries Q1a, Q2, and Q3, which have an iden-
tical set of projected variables ({x}) yet disclose different
amounts of data. For each Q1a result, the querier learns that
there is a triple with that result as the subject. For Q2, how-
ever, the querier also learns that the subject’s SSN is stored
in this database. Finally, a Q3 result tuple discloses a subject
whose SSN is “123-45-6789.” Perhaps less obviously, a non-
projected variable that appears in a constraint may also be
disclosed; e.g., consider ?y in Q4. Even though a result tuple

to Q4 will not contain ?y’s value, still the querier implicitly
learns it; consequently, ?y must be treated as disclosed.

4.2.2 Identifying Data Disclosed by a Constraint
Given a constraint expression over some variables, what in-
formation does the result of that expression disclose about
its arguments? It turns out that answering this question re-
quires determining what the attacker model is; in particular,
do we assume that the querier is able to control and arbi-
trarily vary the values of a given variable? Clearly, we could
adopt a policy wherein any constraint expression containing
any variable is considered to disclose that variable’s value.
However, this may be overly restrictive as learning, for ex-
ample, a value’s datatype may be considered generally safe.

For discussion purposes, assume there is some non-
projected variable ?x that appears in a constraint expression
and whose value is secret. The question is: which constraint
expressions disclose the value of ?x? For example, the con-
straint expression (?x != c), where c is a constant, could be
used to determine the value of ?x by repeating the query
with varying values of c, eventually converging on the cor-
rect one. A similar argument could be made for all relational
operators (i.e., !=, =, >, <, ≥, ≤) whose operands are a
constant and a variable. Is it also possible that an equality
expression involving two variables, e.g., (?x = ?y), could
completely disclose each’s value? Well, if the querier can ar-
bitrarily vary the value of ?y then the querier can eventually
determine the value of ?x, in the same way as for (?x != c).

Hence, the question of how much information a constraint
expression discloses depends on what one’s assumptions are
about the power that an attacker (i.e., the querier) has. We
know that every variable that appears in a constraint expres-
sion must be bound (except for those used as an argument
to the built-in function BOUND). And a variable becomes
bound by being part of a triple pattern that matches a triple
in this RDF store. So the attacker can cause a constraint vari-
able to take on a particular value only if that value exists
in the RDF store and the querier has access to it (since the
querier only has read access to the store 2.3).

Since an RDF store could contain all possible values and
provide the querier access to them all, we conservatively
assume that a relational expression over multiple variables
could disclose all variables’ values. Hence, such variables
are treated as disclosed. The same policy applies to logical
operators, the built-ins sameTerm and REGEX, and calls to
non-built-in functions. By contrast, operators that disclose
only a single bit of less interesting information (isBLANK,
isURI, isIRI, isLITERAL, LANG, DATATYPE, BOUND)
are not considered to disclose the values of their variable
operands. Thus, for example, the value of the expression
isBLANK(?x) is not considered to disclose ?x’s value. A
table summarizing our decisions can be found in app. A.2.

Then there are the operators which do not return a
boolean value. We do not treat as disclosed: variable ar-
guments to the LANG and DATATYPE built-ins, which re-
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turn the language that a value is encoded in and the value’s
datatype, respectively. By contrast, variable arguments to
arithmetic operators and the built-in STR, which returns the
string value of the given argument, are considered disclosed.
For example, if the constraint is ((?x+ ?z)≥ ?y), then both
operands to ≥ (i.e., (?x + ?z) and ?y) will be considered
disclosed. Since the left-hand operand is an arithmetic ex-
pression with two variable arguments, both ?x and ?z will
be treated as disclosed.

4.2.3 Incorporating Checks for Negative Policies
We enforce negative access policies using a strategy referred
to as “negation-as-failure” [8]; we avoid the circularity is-
sues associated with negation in logic languages as described
in 4.1.4. In particular, for each query triple pattern tp for
which tp’s subject, predicate, and/or object is disclosed, we
add an OPTIONAL clause. That clause consists of a set of
triple patterns and constraints which will be satisfied (during
query resolution) when an applicable negative access rights
policy exists. When the OPTIONAL clause is satisfied, cer-
tain of its variables will be bound, which we determine by
also adding a constraint expression.

5. PixACL Implementation
This section describes how our configured policy rules are
combined with the underlying data model as well as what the
triggers for inference are. We explain how policy subtrees
are automatically generated upon matching a rule. We then
detail the operation of our query rewriting algorithm, which
is illustrated with an example output query.

5.1 Jena Substrate
Jena [3] uses the ARQ query engine for SPARQL query ex-
ecution. Jena also provides a generic reasoning engine [2],
which we instantiate with the inference rules for RDF,
RDFS, and OWL, as well as any user-defined rules (includ-
ing access control policies). The engine runs in hybrid mode
(performing both forward and backward reasoning) and is
triggered to perform deduction when the data model is first
queried and when statements are added or removed. Re-
moval of a statement which uniquely enabled inferring a
set of triples T causes automatic removal of T . Queries are
executed over the original raw data as well as any deduced
statements. Additional details can be found in A.3 and [2].

5.2 Attaching Policies to the Data Model
Configuring an unconditional policy rule causes insertion of
a set of triples (the subtree describing this policy) into the
store. Configuring a conditional policy rule causes the rule
to be added to the reasoner which is then bound to the raw
data model. The head of a rule in Jena can consist of multiple
triple patterns, which are applied conjunctively upon match-
ing the rule’s body; these triple patterns provide the tem-
plate for the policy subtree to generate. Our rules generate

element descriptions of type Equality with values provided
by the variables in the rule body. For example, when P3 (as
in 4.1.3) is matched, the rule engine will create a policy sub-
tree whose entity will be the value bound to variable ?u. The
access type will be canSee; the subject, predicate, and object
descriptions will have type Equality and the values bound to
variables ?p, ?a, and ?v, respectively. Improvements could
be made such that the rules generate more compressed pol-
icy subtrees.

5.3 Query Rewriting Algorithm
Our query rewriting algorithm can be applied to SPARQL
SELECT queries which consist of triple patterns and option-
ally constraints. The algorithm first identifies all data that
might be disclosed in a query’s result tuple then adds access
control checks for such disclosed data. These checks consist
of triple patterns and constraints as detailed in 5.3.1. Iden-
tifying disclosed data entails parsing the received query’s
SELECT clause, triple patterns, and constraint expressions,
as explained in 4.2. A line-by-line description of our algo-
rithm’s operation can be found in app. A.4.

5.3.1 Adding Access Control Checks
Our first step for processing triple patterns is to identify im-
plicit constraints; an implicit equality constraint occurs when
more than one triple pattern contains the same variable. We
treat all variable arguments that appear in an equality con-
straint as disclosed (in keeping with 4.2.2), and hence note
the variables involved in each implicit equality constraint.

Then, for each component (i.e., the subject, predicate,
or object) of each triple pattern, we augment the query by
adding one of two checks, where a check consists of a set
of triple patterns and constraints. The checks ckdisc and
cknotdisc are used for components whose values are dis-
closed and not disclosed, respectively. A component is dis-
closed when it is a constant (as with example Q1a, Q2, and
Q3), a projected variable, or a non-projected variable that
appears in certain constraint expressions, as in 4.2.2. The
only difference between ckdisc and cknotdisc is that the lat-
ter can be satisfied by an element description of type “None”
whereas the former cannot. This encodes the fact that if a
value is not disclosed (by a result tuple) then the querier does
not need privileges to see that value.

P6: Everyone canSee (alice VCARD.BDAY ANY) .
F6: alice hasSSN "123-45-6789" .
Q6: SELECT ?x WHERE {?x ?y ?z .}

A reasonable question is why we add any check at all
for variables whose values are not disclosed. The answer is
best illustrated by an example; say we have policy P6 and
that the RDF store contains F6. Then we receive query Q6,
which only discloses the value of ?x. Hence the querier only
needs permission to see the subject of triples which match
Q6. During query resolution, F6 will match the triple pattern
provided in Q6. So the question is, should the querier be
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allowed to see the subject of F6 — in light of policy P6?
The answer is no and the reason is that P6 doesn’t provide
any permissions with respect to F6. P6 only corresponds to
triples with predicate VCARD.BDAY. As a practical matter,
this may not make much of a difference (because the querier
is still only learning the value “alice”).

Partial output of rewriting Q1b:
SELECT ?x ?y WHERE { // 1
?x ?y ?z . // 2
querier isIn ?g . // 3
?g canSee ?v . // 4
?v hasTuple ?t . // 5
?t subject ?sDes . // 6
?t predicate ?pDes . // 7
?t object ?oDes . // 8
// Below checks if subject matches.
?sDes val ?sVal . // 9
{ {?sDes type ANY .} UNION // 10

{?sDes type EQUALITY . // 11
FILTER(?sVal = ?x)} UNION // 12

{?sDes type INEQUALITY . // 13
FILTER(?sVal != ?x)} UNION // 14

{?sDes type TYPE . // 15
?x rdf:type ?sVal} UNION // 16

{?sDes type SUBTYPE . // 17
?sTmp rdfs:subTypeOf ?sVal . // 18
?x rdf:type ?sTmp .} UNION // 19

{?sDes type REGEX . // 20
FILTER regex( ?x, ?sVal )} UNION // 21

{?sDes type REL_SUB . // 22
?sDes rel ?sRel . // 23
?x ?sRel ?sVal .} UNION // 24

{?sDes type REL_OBJ . // 25
?sDes rel ?sRel . // 26
?sVal ?sRel ?x .} // 27

} // end of ?sDes switch statement // 28
// Below (truncated) checks if pred matches.
?pDes val ?pVal . // 29
{ {?pDes type ANY .} UNION // 30

{?pDes type EQUALITY . // 31
FILTER(?pVal = ?y)} UNION // 32

... // 33
} // end of ?pDes switch statement // 34
// Below (truncated) checks if object matches.
// Suffices if have type NONE permissions
// since the object’s value is not disclosed.
?oDes val ?oVal . // 35
{ {?oDes type NONE .} UNION // 36
{?oDes type ANY . } UNION // 37
{?oDes type EQUALITY . // 38
FILTER(?oVal = ?z)} UNION // 39

... // 40
} // end of ?oDes switch statement // 41
NegativeClause // 42

} // 43

For concreteness, we include the partial output of rewrit-
ing Q1b, which discloses ?x and ?y. Lines 1–2 are the orig-
inal query. Lines 4–8 identify the interior nodes of a pol-
icy tree that applies to this querier, according to line 3. Dur-
ing query evaluation, the query resolution engine (QRE) will
identify applicable policies then bind their nodes to the vari-
ables in lines 4–8. Lines 9–28 constitute a ckdisc and are
used by the QRE to determine whether a policy’s subject
description ?sDes “matches” ?x, which requires satisfying
one of eight disjunctive clauses (lines 10–28). These clauses
effectively constitute a switch statement where ?sDes’s type
selects the branch and hence determines how ?sVal and ?x
are compared, as in Table 1. A ckdisc is also added for ?y
in lines 29–34 (truncated). By contrast, since ?z is not dis-
closed, its check in lines 35–41 (truncated) is a cknotdisc and
hence can be satisfied by an ?oDes with type “None” (line
36). Note that a set of policy checks, like those in lines 3–42,
would be generated for each query triple pattern of which at
least some component is disclosed.

Incorporating Checks for Negative Access Policies For
each query triple pattern tp for which tp’s subject, predicate,
and/or object is disclosed, we add an OPTIONAL clause.
The clause contains triples identical to those in lines 3–
8, except with the predicate canNotSee in line 4 instead
of canSee (and using different variable names, of course).
Then a ckdisc is added for each component of the triple
pattern. In addition to the OPTIONAL clause, we also add
a FILTER which determines whether key variables used in
the OPTIONAL clause are bound. If so, that implies that an
applicable negative rights policy exists; hence, the constraint
expression filters triples for which these variables are bound.

6. Related Work
6.1 Database Access Control
Relational Database Views One defines a view for a rela-
tional DB by providing a query whose result set constitutes
that view [32]. A view has an associated access control list
(ACL) which identifies who can perform which operations
on which data (specified at a table- or column-level).

Label-Based Access Control (LBAC) With LBAC, each
row of a DB table has an associated set of labels as does
each user [31, 37, 36]. A label consists of a required sensitiv-
ity level (e.g., CLASSIFIED); an optional set of horizontal
categories or compartments; and an optional set of hierar-
chical groups. Access decisions are made by comparing a
user’s label set to a row’s. A challenge is the effort required
to specify and maintain labels for all DB rows and users.

Virtual Private Database (VPD) Oracle’s VPD entails dy-
namically rewriting user database access requests by ap-
pending each such with additional WHERE conditions, as re-
turned by the policy function associated with the target DB
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Table 2. Features of various RDF-store access control mechanisms.
Mechanism Granularity Heterogeneous Rule-Based Query Rewriting canUse/canSee

ePerson [14] Row-level Yes No No No
Semantic Wiki [19] Row-level Yes Yes No No
Secure RDF [21] Row-level No No No No
RAP [34] Row-level Yes Yes No Yes
Context-Dependent [12] Row-level Yes Yes View-Specific No
Semantic Views [29] Element-level No No No No
Query Rewriting [25] Element-level N/A Yes View-Specific No
PixACL Element-level Yes Yes View-Independent Yes

object (e.g., table or view). The augmented query is then ex-
ecuted on the target object, and its results are returned un-
modified to the querier [33]. Configuring a VPD policy en-
tails defining a function and associating that function with a
DB object, including identifying the operations that the pol-
icy covers (e.g., SELECT) [33]. Multiple policy functions
can be applied to the same DB object; the conjunction of
their predicates is applied [33]. VPD functions can access
the querier’s context, including his IP address and username.

Reflective Database Access Control (RDBAC) Olson et
al. use Transaction Datalog (TD) [16] as a foundation for
Reflective Database Access Control (RDBAC) [30]. High-
level policy intent can be expressed via parameterized if/then
rules. They ensure that a policy written by U runs in U ’s
context rather than in the context of the user who caused the
policy to be invoked (by, for example, issuing a query). This
is enforced via requiring that any predicate referred to in the
body of an untrusted policy be scoped to the policy author’s
view of that predicate. Similarly, a query from a user for a
predicate is scoped to that user’s view of that predicate.

6.2 Authorization Logics
Some access control policy and authorization logics have fo-
cused on delegation, or the ability of one principal to convey
some of its rights to others. An early form of delegation was
formalized in [10]. More recent Datalog-based languages
include Binder [18], Delegation Logic [26], RT [28, 27],
SeNDlog [11] and SecPAL [15]. Distributed Knowledge Au-
thorization Logic (DKAL) [20] is a related declarative au-
thorization language based on existential fixed-point logic,
which is more expressive than Datalog.

6.3 Semantic Web Access Control
There are two types of related work with respect to the se-
mantic web: first, efforts to use the semantic web as a plat-
form for providing authorization for grid computing envi-
ronments; secondly, efforts to specify access control policy
for the data in an RDF store. We considered the latter prob-
lem. In the first category is research [22, 23, 24, 17] which
focuses on providing access control for the operation of the
semantic web, namely to enable agents to access services

and/or resources. This context leads to focusing on different
problems (such as, modeling agent speech acts) than we did
(e.g., ease of policy specification and maintenance), and the
work has more in common with the work in 6.2.

6.3.1 Access Control for Semantic Web Content
Table 2 identifies features of access control mechanisms for
RDF stores, including “Granularity” which is as in 3.3. “Het-
erogeneous” refers to the ability to specify policy over arbi-
trary RDF store data. “Rule-Based” approaches are those
which specify policy using Datalog-style rules. “Query
Rewriting” approaches enforce access control by rewrit-
ing received queries. The final column identifies whether a
mechanism provides two levels of read-only access control.

In several approaches [34, 19, 12], policy is defined by
a rule whose head identifies the entity to grant access to,
the type of access to grant, and the applicable triples; the
rule body provides the conditions governing that access. [25]
is also rule-based but mediates access to resources, rather
than to RDF content generally. The operations for which ac-
cess control can be specified differ as well; RAP [19, 34]
provides insert, update, delete, and query, whereas most ap-
proaches [14, 21, 12, 29, 25] extend an existing RDF store
by adding access control for querying. Specifying the en-
tity to whom a policy applies is via roles and is reflec-
tive [14, 19, 34, 12] (i.e., the roles are defined within the
RDF store), users [25], or unspecified [29]. Specifying the
triples that a policy applies to can be done by providing a
query (SPARQL [19, 29]) or a pattern (a query-by-example
(QBE) pattern for [14] or a triple pattern for [34, 21, 12]).
In [29], a view is semantically defined, i.e., in terms of
classes, properties, and particular instances.

7. Conclusion
We proposed a set design goals for an access control mech-
anism for RDF and SPARQL then presented a design and
implementation based on those principles. Our prototype,
PixACL, enables specifying rule-based access control policy
for triples in an RDF store. We also suggest a policy config-
uration strategy, content-based access control (CBAC). Our
system has several novel features including element-level se-
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curity, two levels of read-only access control, policy intro-
spection, and view-independent query rewriting.

There are a number of interesting future research direc-
tions including notifying the user when he has configured
a policy which conflicts with an existing policy. Moreover,
if a user U ’s policy depends on the policies of other users
{u1,...,uk} then significant changes made by any ui should
result in notifying U . We would also like to allow a user to
import data from our Pix into his but with the assurance that
he will abide by our policies in sharing that data. Addition-
ally, as mentioned, one could extend the ways that an entity
can be specified; presently, we only use group membership.
We could introduce the ability to specify what facts can be
used in derivation, as well; allowing users to indicate that
certain facts should not be used in inference. As RDF query
languages evolve to enable RDF store modification, PixACL
could be extended to allow users to specify who should have
write access to which triples and under what conditions.

A. Appendix
A.1 A Policy Specified in Terms of Other Policies
A more complicated type of policy is one which depends on
other policies or access rights. For example, we may wish to
allow anyone who can see a picture P to also be able to see
P ’s tags. Hence, a user’s ability to see the tags of a particular
picture depend on his ability to see that picture itself. The
rule for this policy is sketched below; lines 2–11 look a lot
like what the output of the query rewriting algorithm would
be that user ?u is asking for for triples which match the
pattern: (?p rdf:type Picture). This is not by mistake as
it is precisely those pictures ?p for which we want to add a
policy allowing ?u to see their tags.

PA-1: ?u canSee (?p hasTag ?t) <--
(?p hasTag ?t), // 1
(?p rdf:type Picture), // 2
(?u isIn ?g), // 3
(?g canSee ?v), // 4
(?v hasTuple ?w), // 5
(?w subject ?sDes), // 6
(?w predicate ?pDes), // 7
(?w object ?oDes), // 8
(?sDes matches ?p), // 9
(?pDes matches rdf:type), // 10
(?oDes matches Picture) // 11

A.2 Constraint Expressions and Disclosure
Table 3 summarizes our decisions, as discussed in 4.2.2.

A.3 The Jena Rule Engine
One might wonder what happens to triples derived via some
rule R if R is modified or removed. The answer is that in
Jena one cannot remove a rule from a reasoner which has
been bound to a data model. Instead, one must obtain a new
inference model infnew by creating a new reasoner with

the modified rule set (excluding R) and binding that new
reasoner to the original raw data model. Statements which
could only have been inferred via R will thus not be part of
infnew.

A.4 Query Rewriting Algorithm
1. Identify the namespaces and prefixes that appear in the

query. Add to this list the prefix mappings that will be
used in rewriting (i.e., used in the triple patterns that are
added during rewriting); avoid prefix-name collisions.

2. Create a list of all disclosed variables. This entails iden-
tifying the projected variables and implicit equality con-
straints, as well as parsing the constraint expressions so
as to identify implicitly disclosed variables as in 4.2.2.

3. Identify all variable names used in the received query.

4. Create a new query using the full prefix mapping list
(from (1)) and the original query’s SELECT statement.

5. For each triple pattern tp, identify any component of tp
that is disclosed (i.e. is a constant or a disclosed variable)
using the list from (2).

6. For each tp such that at least one component of tp is
disclosed, without introducing variable-name collisions:
• Add a set of triples like those in lines 3 – 8 of the

example in 5.3.1. Note that “querier” is replaced with
the URI of the actual querier).

• And add a ckdisc or cknotdisc as appropriate for each
component of tp.

• Add a NegativeClause for tp as described in 5.3.1.

7. Add the triple pattern tp.

8. Repeat steps 5–7 for each tp in the received query.

9. Add the original set of constraints.
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